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Abstract. Floating offshore wind is widely considered to be a promising technology to harvest renewable en-
ergy in deep ocean waters and increase clean energy generation offshore. While evolving quickly from a techno-
logical point of view, floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) are challenging, as their performance and loads
are governed by complex dynamics that are a result of the coupled influence of wind, waves, and currents on
the structures. Many open challenges therefore still exist, especially from a modeling perspective. This study
contributes to the understanding of the impact of modeling differences on FOWT loads by comparing three
FOWT simulation codes, QBlade-Ocean, OpenFAST, and DeepLines Wind®, and three substructure designs, a
semi-submersible, a spar buoy, and the two-part concept Hexafloat, in realistic environmental conditions. This
extensive comparison represents one of the main outcomes of the Horizon 2020 project FLOATECH. In accor-
dance with international standards for FOWT certification, multiple design situations are compared, including
operation in normal power production and parked conditions. Results show that the compared codes agree well
in the prediction of the system dynamics, regardless of the fidelity of the underlying modeling theories. However,
some differences between the codes emerged in the analysis of fatigue loads, where, contrary to extreme loads,
specific trends can be noted. With respect to QBlade-Ocean, OpenFAST was found to overestimate lifetime dam-
age equivalent loads by up to 14 %. DeepLines Wind®, on the other hand, underestimated lifetime fatigue loads
by up to 13.5 %. However, regardless of the model and FOWT design, differences in fatigue loads are larger for
tower base loads than for blade root loads due to the larger influence substructure dynamics have on these loads.

1 Introduction

In recent years industrial and academic interest in float-
ing offshore wind energy has been increasing, thanks to its
promise to foster wind energy harvesting in offshore areas
previously inaccessible with bottom-fixed wind turbines. To
fully exploit the advantages of this technology, ever larger
and more flexible offshore turbines are being developed and
deployed. These systems are challenging to model, as their
dynamics are governed by the coupled influence of aerody-

namics, hydrodynamics, control, and moorings. As an ad-
ditional complexity, with large and flexible turbine rotors,
aeroelastic coupling also plays an important role. Many of
the industry’s workhorse simulation codes have been devel-
oped with smaller, more rigid bottom-fixed rotors in mind
and rely on engineering models, sometimes empirically de-
rived, to model the relevant physical phenomena. In this
context, a real need for verification and validation of these
tools exists. Several efforts, past and present, have been put
into the verification and validation of offshore simulation
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codes. Notable examples are the Offshore Code Compari-
son (OC for short) programs promoted by the International
Energy Agency (IEA), OC3, OC4, OC5, OC6 (Jonkman and
Musial, 2010; Robertson et al., 2014b, 2017; Bergua et al,
2023), and the ongoing OC7. Throughout the OC projects,
offshore codes have been compared against other codes and
against wave-tank experiments. OC4 and OC5 in particu-
lar have helped highlight deficiencies in low-frequency hy-
drodynamic modeling of semi-submersible-type platforms
(Robertson et al., 2017) that have allowed the advance of
the state of the art in OC6 (Robertson et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2022). Most of these campaigns have found that even
simplified engineering tools are generally able to capture
the aerodynamics of these systems well – at times bet-
ter than expected, such as in Bergua et al. (2023) – when
compared to higher-fidelity and more physically complete
aerodynamic models. However, throughout these comparison
studies, a limited number of often-simplified inflow condi-
tions has been tested. On the other hand, some authors have
found some differences between modeling theories when the
coupled system dynamics are put to the test. In particular,
Corniglion (2022) found increased blade root fatigue loads
when comparing blade element momentum theory (BEMT)
to a higher-fidelity lifting-line free vortex wake (LLFVW)
method. Similar considerations were also drawn by other au-
thors (Boorsma et al., 2020; Perez-Becker et al., 2020) when
comparing fatigue load predictions on onshore wind turbines.
Particularly, Boorsma et al. (2020) have linked the increase
in fatigue loads to increased 1P load variation, while Perez-
Becker et al. (2020) have found that even small differences
in aerodynamic modeling can lead to different controller re-
actions, influencing overall loading and highlighting the im-
portance of accurately modeling the entire coupled dynamics
of the system. In the case of floating offshore wind turbines
(FOWTs), dynamics are even more complex as the turbine
moves in response and in reaction to the incoming wind and
wave variations. This introduces additional inertial and grav-
itational loading on many structural components (Jonkman
and Matha, 2011). Thus, differences in rotor loading may
influence the response of the system, indirectly influencing
other component loads and amplifying the differences be-
tween the models.

The current study contributes to the field by presenting the
outcomes of an extensive code-to-code comparison consid-
ering realistic environmental conditions and three different
floating substructure designs. Environmental conditions from
an existing European site are obtained using the procedure
described in Papi et al. (2022c) to obtain realistic distribu-
tions of wind speed, significant wave height, peak spectral
period, and wind–wave misalignment. The three test cases –
a spar buoy; a semi-submersible; and the innovative two-part
floater concept, Hexafloat, recently proposed by Saipem – are
simulated in a variety of design load cases (DLCs), includ-
ing both power production and parked conditions, as well as
wind gusts. The test cases are simulated using three offshore

codes, OpenFAST (Jonkman et al., 2021), DeepLines Wind,
and QBlade-Ocean (Marten, 2020), which was recently ex-
tended to enable offshore simulations within the Horizon
2020 project FLOATECH. The latter code includes higher-
fidelity modeling features such as LLFVW wake aerody-
namics and explicit buoyancy calculation, as illustrated in
Behrens De Luna et al. (2024).

The predicted dynamics are compared in terms of extreme
loads, fatigue loads, and statistics. Time series are also com-
pared in detail to give more insight into the differences in dy-
namics. The entire input conditions and compared datasets
are available open access and can act as validation databases
for other offshore codes or as a benchmark for future model-
ing improvements.

An extensive comparison, involving three different models
with different substructure designs, three different numerical
codes, and multiple DLCs that include hundreds of simula-
tions, is an important point of novelty of this study and does
not come without challenges. In fact, comparing coupled
simulations that are aero-hydro-servo-elastic in nature such
as in this study makes isolating the potential sources of any
differences challenging. Nonetheless, it offers the unique op-
portunity of evaluating the trade-off between computational
time and accuracy of the modeling theories in terms of their
impact on the final design load predictions in a realistic sce-
nario. It also allows one to highlight user bias in the setup
of FOWT simulations. From this perspective, some critical
aspects to consider during model setup, which lead to sig-
nificant differences in ultimate and fatigue loads in the com-
pared models such as structural damping ratios and control
strategy, are discussed in detail. Ultimately, the objective of
this work is to provide wind turbine modelers and practition-
ers with a quantitative indication of the impact that model
fidelity has on FOWT design loads and provide guidance in
the selection of the most suitable approach for each task at
hand.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 the procedure
required to set up the code-to-code comparison that is pre-
sented herein is detailed, starting from environmental condi-
tions and continuing with DLC definition, test case selection,
and data post-processing. In Sect. 3 some details regarding
the modeling theories underpinning the compared tools are
given. In Sect. 4 the main results are presented, starting from
a general statistical comparison of key metrics and then mov-
ing to the comparison of design-driving extreme and fatigue
loads. In Sect. 5 the principal results are discussed, and the
conclusions are drawn.

2 A procedure for code-to-code comparison of
FOWTs in realistic environmental conditions

The setup of a design load calculation of a FOWT is a com-
plex task on its own. Expertise is required in the selection and
setup of relevant DLCs in compliance with the various inter-
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national standards (International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion, 2019a; DNVGL, 2016). In the case of FOWTs, exper-
tise is also required in the selection of environmental condi-
tions to use, which are site dependent. Finally, a full load cal-
culation can produce thousands of hours of time series data,
and data processing techniques are required to make it more
manageable and useful for the design process. In the context
of this study, all these aspects are briefly presented as they
have already been touched upon in two publications by the
authors (Papi et al., 2022c; Papi and Bianchini, 2023), which
are referenced later on in this section where appropriate.

2.1 European met-ocean conditions

Design classes are not currently prescribed for any type of
offshore wind turbine as they are for onshore wind turbines,
in favor of standardization. Although the need for such stan-
dardization is acknowledged and encouraged in the DNVGL-
ST-0119 design standard (DNVGL, 2018), the designer is
currently required to verify the turbine and substructure com-
bination of choice for specific installation sites. As discussed
in the following sections, standards require the definition
of specific wind conditions, normally grouped in “models”,
such as the Normal Turbulence Model (NTM), and sea con-
dition, generally grouped in “sea states”. Some databases
containing such met-ocean data can be found in previous
work – for a comprehensive literature review see Papi and
Bianchini (2023) – however since we restricted our research
to Europe, we did not find met-ocean conditions that were
completely suitable for this analysis. In fact, although con-
ditions for some reference European sites can be found in
the open literature, such as in Li et al. (2015), specific en-
vironmental contours are required to perform the ultimate
load calculations according to the prescriptions of interna-
tional standards. Therefore, an open-source procedure to ob-
tain and prepare long-term environmental data so it can be
used in a design load calculation of an offshore wind tur-
bine was developed. The procedure is detailed in Papi et
al. (2022c) and is available open access for others to use
and improve upon (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6972014,
Papi, 2023a). A highlight of the procedure is the fact that
the statistical description of the installation site also includes
wind–wave misalignment, which has been shown to have a
significant effect on loading (Stewart, 2016).

Data are obtained from the Copernicus re-analysis
database ERA5. Environmental data are available on a
30× 30 km grid; therefore the procedure can be applied to a
generic worldwide offshore site. In this study, hourly records
of wind speed, wind direction, significant wave height, wave
direction, and the peak spectral period from 1979 to 2000 for
a site located west of the Scottish island of Barra are used.
This location was chosen because of its particularly harsh
environment, expected to increase non-linearities and differ-
ences in the examined models, and because it is also used in
other EU-funded projects such as LifeS50+ (Krieger et al.,

2015) and CoreWind (Vigara et al., 2020). Although more
research would be needed to properly support this claim, due
to the severity of the considered met-ocean conditions, it is
reasonable to believe that any differences between the codes
represent an upper limit, and smaller differences are likely to
be found in less demanding conditions.

The open-source Python tool Virocon (Haselsteiner et al.,
2019) is leveraged to build a joint probabilistic model of
the dataset, able to describe the long-term probability of
the four environmental variables that are considered: wind
speed (Uw), significant wave height (HS), peak spectral pe-
riod (TP), and wind–wave misalignment (Mww). The model
is then used to find the most likely combination of HS and
TP for a given Uw, defining the normal sea state (NSS), and
to define environmental contours: extreme conditions with a
50-year recurrence period that are used to define the extreme
sea state (ESS) and the severe sea state (SSS). More details
on how these sea states are defined are summarized in Papi
et al. (2022c), while information on environmental contours
and their applications to offshore wind turbines can be found
in Haselsteiner et al. (2020, 2021; Valamanesh et al., 2015).

2.2 DLC selection and simulation conditions

Code-to-code comparisons in a variety of environmental con-
ditions are performed in this study. As such, simulations in
various met-ocean conditions are performed. The specific
combination of met-ocean conditions and operating condi-
tions is a design load case (DLC). In this study normal op-
erating conditions and parked DLCs are simulated, as shown
in Table 1. While this paragraph contains a general overview
of the selected DLCs, a more detailed explanation of the
selection process can be found in the FLOATECH project
deliverables (Papi et al., 2022a, b) and in Papi and Bian-
chini (2023). To obtain representative ultimate loads, oper-
ations in extreme turbulence (DLC 1.3), in severe seas (DLC
1.6), and during an extreme operating gust with direction
change (DLC 1.4) are considered. In these load cases, wind
and waves are considered aligned as a worst-case scenario,
in compliance with international standard prescriptions (In-
ternational Electrotechnical Commission, 2019b). In DLCs
where the turbine is parked during 1-year (DLC 6.3) and
50-year extreme environmental conditions, with (DLC 6.2)
and without (DLC 6.1) grid loss, a ∓30° wind–wave mis-
alignment is also considered. All ultimate load DLC simu-
lations are 1 h long, with the exception of DLC 1.4, where
simulations are 10 min long. In this DLC, interest is put
on the extreme loads caused by the transient wind gust. As
such, these simulations can be shortened without loss of rel-
evant information. Moreover, multiple turbulent seeds and
yaw misalignments are considered within each DLC. For fa-
tigue loads, normal operation in normal inflow and sea con-
ditions (DLC 1.2) is considered. In this DLC, in accordance
with indications coming from design standards (International
Electrotechnical Commission, 2019a), which require the full
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design space to be explored, multiple sea states are exam-
ined, including multiple combinations of the four environ-
mental variables. Therefore, the design space is divided into
bins, and at least one model evaluation for each bin is re-
quired. To keep the number of simulations manageable in the
context of a code-to-code comparison endeavor, two strate-
gies to reduce the number of required model evaluations are
adopted. Both strategies were proposed in Stewart (2016);
the first is the “probability sorting method”, where the least
likely bins are discarded as these conditions are unlikely and
are expected to have little impact on fatigue loads. In this
study the most likely bins, ensuring a total combined prob-
ability of 90 %, are kept in the analysis. The second strat-
egy is bin coarsening, in which the width of the bins is in-
creased, thereby reducing their number. As discussed in Papi
and Bianchini (2023), by combining the two strategies a rela-
tively manageable number of bins is obtained: 252. For each
bin two half-hour simulations are performed with different
yaw misalignments. The half-hour simulation length differs
from the more commonly used one or 3 h simulation lengths.
The rationale for such long simulations is to allow enough
time for low-frequency response, typical of FOWT systems,
to build up. However, existing research (Stewart, 2016) indi-
cates that the total time that is simulated within each environ-
mental bin is the most important factor for fatigue load esti-
mation rather than the length of each simulation. Moreover,
based on the results in Stewart (2016), increasing simulation
time beyond half an hour for each environmental bin does not
appear to yield improved fatigue estimations in most cases.
Therefore, considering the comparative nature of the study,
two half-hour simulations for each environmental bin were
considered sufficient for fatigue load comparison.

To ensure a fair comparison between the codes, an attempt
was made to match environmental inputs as well as possible
in the numerical models. The wave time series are generated
in DeepLines and then imported in OpenFAST and QBlade,
while the wind fields are generated by each participating in-
stitution using the same TurbSim (Jonkman, 2014) settings.
The same wind fields are used in all three test cases, as if
they were installed in the same site, regardless of the rotor
size used. Therefore, the larger 10 MW rotor defines the over-
all size of the wind field. A schematic representation of the
wind fields is shown in Fig. 1.

2.3 Considered FOWT designs

For the sake of generality and completeness of the analy-
sis, three floating turbine concepts are analyzed. Each test
case features a different floating platform concept, namely a
semi-submersible, a spar buoy, and Hexafloat. The three con-
cepts are all derived from those in Perez-Becker et al. (2022;
Behrens De Luna et al., 2024), where some calibration was
required to properly align the models with the experiments.
The main characteristics of the three test cases are detailed in
the following.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the wind field dimensions as
used in this study with respect to the NREL 5 MW and DTU 10 MW
rotors. The same wind fields are used on all three test cases regard-
less of rotor size.

Figure 2. Illustration of the examined numerical models in QBlade-
Ocean. From left to right: NREL 5 MW OC4, DTU 10 MW Soft-
wind, and DTU 10 MW Hexafloat.

2.3.1 NREL 5 MW OC4 DeepCwind

The NREL 5 MW OC4 semi-submersible FOWT (hereafter
OC4) is an open-access turbine model defined in Robertson
et al. (2014a), upon which many code-to-code comparison
exercises are based (Robertson et al., 2014b, 2017). It makes
use of the NREL 5 MW RWT rotor (Jonkman et al., 2009),
representative of a utility-scale multi-megawatt rotor. The ro-
tor is mounted on the DeepCwind semi-submersible floating
platform. The platform was developed with the aim of gen-
erating test data for use in the validation of FOWT modeling
tools.

The same tower design that was developed for use on the
OC3 Hywind spar platform (Jonkman, 2010) is used. The
semi-submersible floater consists of a main central column
connected to the tower and three side columns spaced 120°
apart. The offset columns are larger at the base, acting like
heave plates to control the vertical motion of the FOWT, and
are connected through a series of braces. A catenary moor-
ing system is used. Three 120° lines are used to anchor the
turbine to the seabed with one mooring line pointing directly
upwind and the other two downwind.
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Table 1. DLCs used in this study. Normal operating conditions in various sea states and turbulence levels in DLCs 1.2 to 1.6 for the evaluation
of fatigue (F) and ultimate (U) loads. In DLCs 6.1 to 6.3 the FOWTs are parked in extreme conditions. In DLC 6.2 a grid loss scenario is
modeled, and thus multiple values of yaw error are considered. Abbreviations are described in the nomenclature list.

DLC Wind Waves Dur. Seeds/ws Yaw No. ws Sims Type

Model Speed Model Height Period Dir. [s]

1.2 NTM Vin−Vout NSS – – MUL 1800 1 0, 10° 11 504 F
1.3 ETM Vin−Vout NSS E[HS|Vhub] E[TP|HS] COD 1800 9 0, ∓10° 11 99 U
1.4 ECD Vr∓2 m s−1 NSS E[HS|Vhub] E[TP|HS] COD 600 – 0° 6 12 U
1.6 NTM Vin−Vout SSS HS, SSS E[TP|HS] COD 3600 9 0, ∓10° 11 99 U
6.1 EWM50 V50 ESS HS50 E[TP|HS] 0, ∓30° 3600 2 0, ∓10° 1 12 U
6.2 EWM50 V50 ESS HS50 E[TP|HS] 0, ∓30° 3600 2 0, 45, 90 135, 180° 6 12 U
6.3 EWM1 V1 ESS HS1 E[TP|HS] 0, 30° 3600 2 0, ∓20° 1 12 U

2.3.2 DTU 10 MW Softwind

The DTU 10 MW Softwind spar FOWT (hereafter Softwind)
is a 1 : 40 scale floating platform designed by École Centrale
de Nantes to develop, demonstrate, and validate a software-
in-the-loop (SiL) approach whereby an actuator is used to
simulate the aerodynamic forcing at model scale in place of a
scaled rotor. The model and experiments are described in Ar-
nal (2020). The rotor nacelle assembly (RNA) is described in
Bak et al. (2013). With respect to the models used in Behrens
De Luna et al. (2024) that mimic the characteristics of the
experiments (Arnal, 2020), some changes were implemented
to increase the robustness of the numerical simulations when
using the realistic met-ocean conditions considered in this
work: the tower was stiffened, moving to a stiff–stiff design
to avoid wave and 3P tower resonance. The tower designed
by Olav Olsen1 in the LifeS50+ project for the OO-Star
floater is used (Borg, 2015; Yu et al., 2018). Notably, this
tower is heavier than the one used in the Softwind test cam-
paign. The mass distribution in the floater is also changed. In
order to have a realistic mass distribution and inertial prop-
erties, we hypothesized the use of high-density ballast in the
spar body, thus lowering the center of gravity (CoG) with
respect to the scaled model used in the experiments, which
housed control electronics and batteries within the buoy. The
mass of the floater is also lowered by approximately 2 %
to compensate for the heavier tower and maintain approxi-
mately the same draft. Furthermore, lowering the CoG low-
ers the platform pitch natural period, allowing for the use
of a faster controller, as explained in Sect. 3.3. The specific
changes are detailed in Papi et al. (2022a). This modified
floater design is not intended to be built and is only meant
for numerical comparisons using a realistic design that is also

1The OO-Star Wind Floater has been developed by Olav Olsen
(OO) since 2010 and is the property of OpenFAST Floating Wind
Solutions AS. OO has authorized the utilization of the public model
from LifeS50+ for research purposes within FLOATECH. The
model is not allowed to be used for other purposes unless it is ex-
plicitly approved by OO.

numerically stable. These changes are therefore deemed ap-
propriate for the goal of this study.

In DeepLines, after unsuccessful initial attempts to align
the model to QBlade and OpenFAST and, in an initial phase,
to the Softwind experiments (Arnal, 2020), a different tuning
approach was employed for the hydrodynamics of the model.
In particular, the pitch and roll inertias of the floater were
decreased to better align the respective natural frequencies
in free decay tests, and additional added mass on the spar
buoy was introduced through Morison’s equation to improve
the agreement during surge free decay tests. Lastly, mooring
line tension was lowered to better align with the experimental
data. A full description of the differences can be found in
Papi et al. (2022b).

2.3.3 DTU 10 MW Hexafloat

The DTU 10 MW Hexafloat FOWT consists of the DTU
10 MW RWT mounted to the Hexafloat floater concept pro-
posed by Saipem. As shown in Fig. 2, the substructure con-
sists of a floater made of relatively slender steel braces con-
nected to a counterweight by six tendons. This floater con-
figuration did not require changes to the tower design, and
therefore the standard onshore tower of the DTU 10 MW
RWT (Bak et al., 2013) is used. This model is in effect
identical to the one used and described in Perez-Becker et
al. (2022; Behrens De Luna et al., 2024).

2.4 Post-processing and data management

The raw time series data obtained for the three models is
post-processed using open-source tools, namely MLife (Hay-
man, 2012) and MExtremes (Buhl, 2015), developed by
NREL. The main sensors that are compared in the study
are shown in Table 2 and consist of blade root and tower
base bending moments, mooring line fairlead tensions, na-
celle fore–aft acceleration, control signals, and platform mo-
tions. Some of these sensors act like a proxy to compare the
influence of various physical phenomena on loads, such as
nacelle acceleration that is used to gauge inertial loads on the
tower and platform pitch that is used as an indication of grav-
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itational tower loading. The mechanisms that relate platform
motions and substructure loading are discussed in Robertson
and Jonkman (2011; Papi and Bianchini, 2022) and are only
briefly explained throughout this work where necessary.

MLife is used to compute damage equivalent loads
(DELs). DELs are the cyclic load amplitudes that cause the
same fatigue damage to the structure over a certain num-
ber of cycles as the time series of a given load sensor. The
Palmgren–Miner linear damage accumulation hypothesis is
used to derive DELs, which can therefore only be consid-
ered to be representative equivalent loads if this hypothesis is
valid. In this study 0 mean DELs are considered, and thus the
mean of each loading cycle is disregarded. A 1 Hz DEL gives
the equivalent damage during one simulation, while lifetime
DELs represent the equivalent damage over the entire life-
time of the turbine. They can be conceptually thought of as
a combination of 1 Hz DELs weighted by their respective
probability of occurrence, which in this case is a distribution
that depends on the four environmental variables defined in
Sect. 2.1. As shown in Table 1, only the simulations in DLC
1.2 are used to compute DELs.

MExtremes is used to compute ultimate loads on the struc-
ture. In this case, DLCs 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 are
used. To obtain a conservative estimate of ultimate loads in
accordance with IEC 61400-1 Annex I (International Elec-
trotechnical Commission, 2019a), an averaging approach is
used when computing ultimate loads, as explained in Buhl
(2015).

3 Methods

This work leverages some of the authors’ past experience,
and as such many of the same modeling techniques as de-
scribed in Behrens De Luna et al. (2024) are used, where a
more complete description of the employed methods can be
found. Three distinct numerical tools are used in this code-to-
code comparison: OpenFAST v3.0, DeepLines Wind®, and
QBlade-Ocean. The tools have been compared to experimen-
tal results on scaled models and have shown, after adequate
model tuning, good ability to capture the behavior of the dif-
ferent systems. The results of this modeling and validation
effort are discussed in Perez-Becker et al. (2022; Behrens De
Luna et al., 2024). The main numerical models in each code
are described in this section.

3.1 Aerodynamic models

All the models compared herein use low- to medium-fidelity
aerodynamic models. The blade aerodynamics are not ex-
plicitly modeled. Instead, a series of 2D aerodynamic coef-
ficients is used in their place. Corrections to account for 3D
flow effects are built into the aerodynamic coefficients for all
the models. Moreover, Gonzalez’s variant of the Beddoes–
Leishman dynamic stall model (Leishman, 2016; Damiani
and Hayman, 2019) is used in OpenFAST. In QBlade dy-

namic stall is modeled using Øye’s model (Marten, 2020),
while in DeepLines no unsteady airfoil aerodynamics are ac-
counted for. The relative velocities acting on the blades are
determined by the wake model. A dynamic blade element
momentum (DBEM) wake model is used in OpenFAST and
DeepLines, where the rotor is divided into a series of radial
and azimuthal streamtubes, and for each streamtube a mo-
mentum balance is performed. More details on BEM mod-
els can be found in Burton (2001; Hansen, 2008), and de-
tails regarding the specific DBEM model implemented in
OpenFAST are in Ning et al. (2015; Branlard et al., 2022).
These models have been the industry workhorse for decades,
and, although very simple, they have been extended in time
through the addition of empirical sub-models and now fully
qualify as engineering models. A higher-order lifting-line
free vortex wake (LLFVW) model is used in QBlade. Here,
the wake is modeled as a series of vortex filaments. Wake
nodes are advected downstream by the incoming wind speed
and the cumulative induction of all wake filaments. More
details on these models and how they are implemented in
QBlade can be found in Van Garrel (2003; Marten et al.,
2015). The same aerodynamic lift and drag tables are used
in all three codes for both aerodynamic models and corre-
spond to the public definitions of the NREL 5 MW and DTU
10 MW rotors.

3.2 Structural models

Structural dynamics are modeled with a modal-based lin-
ear superposition approach in OpenFAST through the sub-
module ElastoDyn. One limitation is that blade torsion is
not modeled in ElastoDyn. In QBlade and DeepLines on the
other hand, a higher-fidelity finite-element approach is used,
whereby the structural dynamics are modeled with a multi-
body representation that uses Euler–Bernoulli beam elements
in a co-rotational formulation (Marten, 2020; Le Cunff et al.,
2013). Within OpenFAST a more sophisticated blade struc-
tural model exists that is able to account for blade torsion.
Nonetheless, ElastoDyn was chosen in this study for two rea-
sons. The first reason is to speed up the OpenFAST calcula-
tions, as ElastoDyn requires less computational resources to
run. The second reason is that by using a simpler structural
model in OpenFAST, the impact of this choice on the global
dynamics and loads of the chosen floating systems can be
evaluated.

3.3 Control

In all three models the ROSCO v2.4.1 open-source controller
(Abbas et al., 2022) is used. This controller has been selected
as it is open source, and it includes an automatic tuning tool-
box that can be used to determine the proportional and in-
tegral gains of the blade pitch controller in a simple manner
(Lenfest et al., 2020). A traditional Kω2 law is used for the
torque controller below rated wind speed. Above rated wind
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Table 2. Sensors considered in the analysis.

Sensor OpenFAST ref. sys. Name Type

Blade root in-plane/out-of-plane bending moment Coned CS c B# Mx/B# My F/U
Tower base fore–aft/side–side bending moment Tower base CS t TB My/TB Mx F/U
Mooring line fairlead tensions – T ML# F/U
Nacelle fore–aft acceleration Tower top CS p Nac. TAx U
Control signals (blade pitch, gen. torque, rotor speed) – θ,τ , � –
Platform motions (computed at SWL) Platform CS Surge, sway, pitch, etc. –

speed a constant-torque control strategy is used. The pitch
controller gains are tuned using the ROSCO controller’s au-
tomatic pitch-tuning routine based on the OpenFAST models
of the two rotors. The controller includes a nacelle–velocity
feedback loop developed especially for FOWTs, with the ob-
jective of avoiding negative blade pitch controller damping
that can occur in the case of FOWTs. However, this feature
is not used in this study. The reason for this is that the fea-
ture did not work for the DeepLines models, as the required
nacelle velocity sensor was not available as a controller in-
put in this code. In order to have a fair comparison between
all codes, we decided to disable this feature and instead tuned
the pitch controller to have lower PI feedback terms. The nat-
ural frequencies and damping ratios of the pitch controller
used for the three models are shown in Table 3. For all three
models the natural frequency of the blade pitch controller
is set below the platform pitch natural frequency, mitigating
possible controller-driven system instabilities. Despite this,
a certain degree of blade-pitch-induced platform motion is
noted, especially in the Softwind test case, at near-rated wind
speeds. The phenomenon impacts QBlade simulations more
than OpenFAST and DeepLines simulations. The reason for
this difference is probably linked to slight differences in the
aerodynamic models that cause different controller reactions,
as explained in detail in Sect. 4.3.1.

In the OC4 model, a peak-shaving minimum pitch satura-
tion schedule is considered. Peak shaving is used to reduce
loads near rated wind speed by imposing a minimum pitch
angle as a function of the low-pass-filtered wind speed at hub
height, as explained in Abbas et al. (2022). In this model the
same settings are used as in the public example that can be
found in the ROSCO repository.

In DLC 1.4 shutdowns are performed by overriding the
blade pitch controller with a specified pitch-to-feather ma-
neuver in each code. The pitch-to-feather maneuver is ini-
tiated 5 s after the wind gust peak, as if the controller was
reacting to the detection of an extreme yaw error, and the
blades are pitched at a speed of 10° s−1. In DeepLines the
pitch-to-feather maneuver is longer in duration due to a setup
difference. In fact, a specific pitch rate during a pitch-to-
feather override maneuver cannot be specified in DeepLines,
which needs a start and end time of the operation. Therefore,
depending on the initial blade pitch angle, which depends on

Table 3. Controller natural frequencies and damping ratios for the
three test cases.

Model Nat. f (ω) Damping ratio (β )

NREL 5 MW OC4 0.2 [rad s−1] 1 [–]
DTU 10 MW Softwind 0.14 [rad s−1] 1 [–]
DTU 10 MW Hexafloat 0.114 [rad s−1] 1 [–]

the coupled simulation and is thus different for each turbulent
seed and each code, this can result in different pitch rates.

3.4 Hydrodynamics

For the OC4 and Softwind designs a potential flow with
Morison drag (PFMD) approach is used in both Open-
FAST and QBlade, whereby hydrodynamics are modeled
by combining a potential flow solution with quadratic drag
computed with Morison’s equation (ME). Full difference-
frequency quadratic transfer functions (QTFs) are used in
both QBlade and OpenFAST in the OC4 design. They were
computed and provided for this geometry by ECN using
NEMOH (Kurnia et al., 2022), a potential flow hydrody-
namic solver developed by ECN. On the Softwind design,
quadratic hydrodynamic excitation forces are included with
Newman’s approximation (Faltinsen, 1993). The same hy-
drodynamic coefficients are used for each design in all three
models. Buoyancy is modeled differently in the three codes:
QBlade and DeepLines model this force explicitly. The spar
structure is divided into a series of cylindrical sections,
and buoyancy forces are discretely applied. OpenFAST on
the other hand models buoyancy force as a constant term
and a linear stiffness matrix to include the contributions of
buoyancy to the restoring forces on the platform. Moreover,
QBlade and DeepLines are able to model Wheeler wave
stretching, which may introduce additional non-linear forc-
ing. In the Hexafloat model a different approach is used.
In fact, the floater is made of relatively slender braces that
can be adequately modeled with an ME approach (Faltinsen,
1993). The same added mass and drag coefficients in both the
axial and the transversal directions are used in DeepLines
and QBlade, and the hydrodynamic forces predicted by the
two codes match well (Perez-Becker et al., 2022). The im-
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provements implemented in QBlade to capture the slow-
drift hydrodynamic forces described in Behrens De Luna et
al. (2024, Sect. 3.4) are not used in this study, and all three
models share the same basic hydrodynamic model, with the
respective differences highlighted in this section.

4 Results

In this section the most relevant results are presented. Gen-
eral statistical information is presented first, followed by a
selection of ultimate loads recorded in DLCs 1.3–6.1 (Ta-
ble 1) and a selection of lifetime DELs to compare fatigue
load predictions. The Softwind design is used as the design
of choice in most cases as it features all three codes, and
results from the other two designs are also discussed when
necessary. We were unable to complete all the simulations
in all three codes in the comparison due to numerical con-
vergence issues. In particular, 1 out of 16 simulations in
DLC 6.2 in the Softwind model was not completed in Open-
FAST because of instabilities in the structural solver. More-
over, we were unable to complete all simulations in DLCs
1.2 (498/504), 1.3 (86/99), 6.1 (12/18), 6.2 (12/16), and 6.3
(12/18) in DeepLines. Similar issues are also present in the
Hexafloat model in DeepLines, where simulations did not
converge in DLCs 1.2 (497/504), 6.1 (12/18), 6.2 (12/16),
and 6.3 (12/18). The cause of the incomplete runs can again
be traced back to numerical instabilities in the solution. We
chose not to attempt re-running the simulations with a fine-
tuning of the numerical solution scheme parameters because
of budget and time constraints within the project. Therefore,
while not an inherent limitation of the code, this result is
what could be achieved by a prepared operator within the
project timeline, which is also comparable to that of an in-
dustrial project. We were able to complete all the simulations
in QBlade. Results have shown good agreement between the
codes in DLCs where the machine is operating but some dis-
crepancies when the machine is parked. Moreover, generally
larger differences in fatigue loads than in extreme loads be-
tween the codes are noted.

4.1 Statistical comparison

Figures 3 and 4 show a statistical comparison of selected op-
erational sensors over the working range of the wind tur-
bines. The wind speed is extracted at 100 m above mean
sea water level. The markers represent the mean values
recorded in DLC 1.2, the shaded area corresponds to twice
the standard deviation of the signal for each wind speed,
and the dashed lines show the minimum and maximum val-
ues recorded during the DLC 1.2 runs. Control sensors, of-
ten used to monitor the operation of the wind turbine, are
shown in Fig. 3. Although global trends are the same for
all three codes in all three test cases, some important dif-
ferences can be pointed out. With respect to QBlade, mean
aerodynamic thrust is lower for DeepLines in the Softwind

and Hexafloat test cases at below rated wind speed and is
also lower for OpenFAST in the OC4 test case. In the case
of the OC4 test case, the difference in thrust can, at least par-
tially, be attributed to differences in rotor speed (Fig. 3h). In
fact, mean rotor speed is higher in QBlade, causing the ro-
tor to operate at a higher tip speed ratio (TSR), leading to
a higher thrust coefficient. Similar differences in this regard
were noted also in previous comparisons between QBlade
and OpenFAST (Perez-Becker et al., 2020). For the Softwind
and Hexafloat test cases (Fig. 3b, e), less difference in rotor
speed can be noted, and the difference in thrust is therefore
more likely to be caused solely by differences in the aerody-
namic models. The differences in aerodynamic modeling are
also apparent when analyzing blade pitch statistics in Fig. 3c,
f, and i. In fact, while good agreement in mean values can
be noted for QBlade and OpenFAST, mean blade pitch is
lower for DeepLines through most of the wind speed range.
In addition, the difference between maximum and minimum
blade pitch angles is larger for DeepLines with respect to
OpenFAST and QBlade. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3b and
e, minimum rotor speed is not enforced in DeepLines, and
the rotor operates at lower revolutions per minute at cut-
in in both the Hexafloat and the Softwind test cases. The
ROSCO controller that was used in this code-to-code com-
parison required recompiling to be used in DeepLines Wind
because the blade pitch and twist angle conventions that are
used in this code differ from those used in QBlade and Open-
FAST, and as a result, minimum rotor speed is not enforced
in DeepLines. To the best of our knowledge, the controller is
functionally identical to that used in OpenFAST and QBlade
in all other aspects. This influences fatigue loads, especially
edgewise and in-plane blade root bending moments, which
are strongly dependent on cyclic gravitational loading. On
the other hand, we can assume the influence of this dis-
crepancy on extreme loads to be limited, as these loads are
recorded at higher mean wind speeds.

In Fig. 4, statistics of the platform pitch and mooring line
tension are shown. For the Softwind and Hexafloat test case
one of the two upwind mooring lines is chosen, while for the
OC4 test case the tension of the upwind mooring line is re-
ported in Fig. 4f. As for the control sensors shown in Fig. 3,
good general agreement can be seen for all three codes in
all three test cases. Platform pitch is remarkably similar in
mean value, standard deviation, and minimum and maximum
value for the OC4 test case (Fig. 4e), although a higher stan-
dard deviation can be noted for wind speed near cut-in and
cut-out in OpenFAST. This is interesting because a higher
platform pitch standard deviation indicates increased gravita-
tional and inertial loading variations on the tower. Very good
agreement between OpenFAST and QBlade is also shown
in Fig. 4c. Despite the platform pitch standard deviation be-
ing lower in QBlade for most wind speeds, at 13 m s−1 mean
wind speed it is higher for QBlade. A similar trend can also
be noted in Fig. 4a, where the standard deviation of blade
pitch is again higher for QBlade at 11 and 13 m s−1 mean
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Figure 3. Statistics of aerodynamic thrust (a, d, g), rotor speed (b, e, h), and blade pitch (c, f, i) as a function of mean wind speed recorded
in DLC 1.2. The solid lines with markers represent mean values, shaded areas represent twice the recorded standard deviation, and dashed
lines represent the minimum and maximum recorded values. DTU 10 MW Hexafloat (a–c), DTU 10 MW Softwind (d–f), and NREL 5 MW
OC4 (g–i).

wind speeds. Analyzing the time series of the various codes
at these wind speeds reveals that the increased standard devi-
ation in QBlade near rated is a result of blade pitch–platform
pitch self-excitation. This phenomenon is discussed in detail
in Sect. 4.3. Mooring line tensions are in good agreement in
all three test cases, although some differences can be noted.
The largest difference is shown in Fig. 4d, where a significant
difference in mean tension can be noted between DeepLines
and the other codes. Such a difference is a result of different
model tuning, as discussed in Sect. 2.3.2.

4.2 Ultimate loads

This section presents the ultimate loads, computed with the
maximum averaging method described in Sect. 2.4, for key
selected load sensors. This section is focused on understand-
ing which phenomena and modeling differences may influ-
ence the prediction of extreme loads. The analysis focuses on
maximum extreme loads only, disregarding minimum loads
to streamline the discussion. Minimum extreme loads are re-
ported in Appendix A. In Fig. 5, the ratios of selected ulti-
mate loads on the turbine with respect to the values obtained
in QBlade, assumed here to be a benchmark, are shown.
The DLCs in which the respective maximums are recorded
are also reported for each of the bars in Fig. 5. For blade
root bending moments, the maximum value recorded across
the three blades is shown. Figure 5 also reports the blade
where the peak load is recorded. Ultimate loads are recorded

across all the DLCs, thus encompassing both power produc-
tion and parked load cases, depending on the specific load
sensor and FOWT design being examined. In the OC4 test
case (Fig. 5c) extreme loads are predicted in the same DLC in
OpenFAST and QBlade, with the exception of the blade root
in-plane bending moment (BR Mxc). This FOWT design is
the one where the best overall agreement between the com-
pared codes was reached. In the Softwind and Hexafloat de-
signs, extreme loads are recorded in different DLCs for some
load sensors, as is the case for the fore–aft tower base shear
force (TT Fx) for Softwind and the blade root out-of-plane
bending moment (BR Myc) for Hexafloat. In both cases ex-
treme loads predicted across multiple DLCs are very close
in magnitude, causing the ultimate extreme load to be pre-
dicted in different DLCs depending on the specific model’s
response.

4.2.1 Blade root extreme loads

Regarding blade root bending moments, there is larger vari-
ation in the BR Mxc ultimate load than BR Myc’s ultimate
load. BR Myc is much higher in magnitude than BR Mxc and
thus has a greater influence on component design. Nonethe-
less, BR Mxc is approximately 23 % higher on the Hexafloat
test case for DeepLines and 27 % higher in the Softwind test
case. Similarly, BR Mxc is approximately 25 % higher for
OpenFAST in OC4. Out-of-plane blade root bending mo-
ments are in better agreement, with DeepLines predicting
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Figure 4. Statistics of platform pitch (a, c, e), upwind mooring line tension (b, f), and tendon tension (d) as a function of mean wind speed
recorded in DLC 1.2. The solid lines with markers represent mean values, shaded areas represent twice the recorded standard deviation, and
dashed lines represent the minimum and maximum recorded values. DTU 10 MW Hexafloat (a–b), DTU 10 MW Softwind (c–d), and NREL
5 MW OC4 (e–f).

Figure 5. Selection of ultimate loads (maximum) recorded in the three simulation codes. (a) DTU 10 MW Hexafloat, (b) DTU 10 MW
Softwind, and (c) NREL 5 MW OC4.

10 % lower loads than QBlade in the Hexafloat and Softwind
test cases, while OpenFAST and QBlade are much closer, the
former being 5 % higher in Softwind and nearly identical to
QBlade in OC4.

The out-of-plane blade root bending moments are mostly
influenced by aerodynamic loading, as lift force is directed
mostly out of plane. On a FOWT however, the coupled dy-
namics of the entire system influence these load sensors. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where the time series of multi-
ple load sensors, including BR Myc, platform pitch, aero-
dynamic thrust, and nacelle fore–aft acceleration, are shown
at the time instant where the maximum BR Myc in Open-
FAST is recorded. When the load peak is recorded the wind
speed rises and is around the rated wind speed value. In ad-
dition, an extreme wave impacts the substructure. The latter
causes the FOWT to move, as shown in the platform pitch
and nacelle fore–aft acceleration sensor time series. In turn,
this causes large relative inflow variations on the rotor. As

hydrodynamic forces cause the platform to swing forward,
and rotor thrust increases, causing BR Myc to peak. Due to
the increase in relative inflow, rotor speed increases (Fig. 6d),
and the controller reacts by aggressively pitching the blades,
especially in QBlade and OpenFAST. While controller re-
sponse depends on and influences the global response of the
system, one reason for the different controller reactions in
DeepLines is the different wind speed in this code (Fig. 6e).
In fact, the same wind fields are used in all three codes, but a
time shift is present in DeepLines with respect to the other
models due to differences in how the wind fields are im-
ported. In fact, depending on the simulation tool, wind fields
are often shifted on import in order to make sure that the
turbine is fully immersed in the wind field in case of yaw
misalignment. On the other hand, no such shift is present in
the wave fields. Therefore, environmental inputs are out of
sync if OpenFAST and QBlade are compared to DeepLines.
The increase in blade pitch is able to limit rotor speed over-
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Figure 6. Time series of the out-of-plane root bending moment of blade 3 of the Softwind model in DLC 1.6, (ws= 11 m s−1, HS= 9),
where the maximum bending moment is recorded for OpenFAST. From top to bottom: B#3 out-of-plane root bending moment (a), platform
pitch (b), nacelle fore–aft acceleration (c), blade pitch (d), wave height at platform reference position (e), rotor speed (f), aerodynamic thrust
(not available in DeepLines outputs) (g), and wind speed at hub height (h).

shoot but causes a sudden decrease in rotor loading, which
in turn is the cause of BR Myc reaching a local minimum
shortly after peaking. Therefore, platform motion influences
BR Myc indirectly: not through variation in inertial and grav-
itational loads but through variation in aerodynamic loading.
In summary, even small differences in aspects such as in-
put conditions, hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, control, and
overall setup definition can influence ultimate loads through
different system dynamic behavior.

4.2.2 Tower base extreme loads

Shifting focus to tower base loads, fore–aft loads (TB My)
are, similar to blade root loads, greater in magnitude than
side–side loads (TB Mx), which is discussed briefly here-
after. The side–side tower base bending moment (TB Mx)
ultimate load always occurs in parked conditions for all three
test cases and all three design codes. Moreover, except for
DeepLines in the Hexafloat test case, ultimate loads always
occur in DLC 6.2, where in addition to ±30° incoming wave
heading, yaw misalignment is present.

For brevity reasons, we chose to focus mostly on fore–aft
loads in this study, which are higher than in-plane and side–
side loads, as the incoming wind is always directed in the
fore–aft direction in this study. However, as shown in further
detail in Papi et al. (2022b), in all three test cases a strong cor-
relation between the platform roll and side–side tower base
bending moment (TB Mx) is present, indicating that these ul-
timate loads are hydrodynamics driven. In fact, as the RNA
and tower are heavy components, gravitational and inertial
loads can be significant on FOWT towers. Regarding specific
test cases, in OC4 the TB Mx ultimate load is approximately
16 % lower in OpenFAST. This discrepancy is mainly caused
by the response at the tower natural frequency in QBlade,
which is not present in OpenFAST. On the other hand, if
time series of TB Mx are compared for the Softwind test
case, little variation can be noted between the three codes.
For this load sensor the difference between the QBlade and
OpenFAST ultimate loads that is shown in Fig. 5 is ampli-
fied by the maximum averaging technique. As described in
Sect. 2.4, the ultimate load in load cases with multiple tur-
bulent seeds is computed as the maximum value closest to
the mean of the maximums recorded across all the turbulent
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seeds. Therefore, because ultimate loads are slightly differ-
ent in QBlade and OpenFAST, the peak load closest to the
mean is recorded in different seeds for the two codes. This
demonstrates how small differences between the models can
be amplified by the post-processing technique.

Maximum tower base fore–aft bending moment (TB My)
is also recorded in parked conditions in the Softwind test
case – DLC 6.2 for QBlade and OpenFAST and DLC 6.1
for DeepLines. Analyzing the times series of TB My in DLC
6.1 (Fig. 7) when peak load is recorded in DeepLines, the
ultimate load is generated by a combination of gravitational
and inertial loading resulting from platform motion. Higher
values of platform pitch are noted in DeepLines, possibly a
result of the slacker mooring lines in DeepLines, which ex-
plain the higher TB My. On the other hand, in the Hexafloat
and OC4 test cases, maximum TB My is found in DLC 1.6
for all codes (Fig. 5). In both the latter cases OpenFAST
and DeepLines are approximately 5 % and 3 % lower than
QBlade in this metric. In this case ultimate loads are recorded
around rated wind speed, similarly to BR Myc. Differently
from the latter, which is analyzed in detail in Fig. 6, in the
case of TB My, platform motion contributes directly to tower
base loading as it increases gravitational and inertial forces.
Overall, the three codes are close in this metric, confirming
that all three are able to capture the system dynamics in the
presence of extreme waves to a similar degree.

4.3 Fatigue loads

4.3.1 Blade root fatigue loads

Lifetime 0 mean DELs computed with the procedure high-
lighted in Sect. 2.4 at the blade root in the coned coordinate
system are shown in Fig. 8. Contrary to extreme loads, a
clear trend is apparent in this case. In fact, with respect to
QBlade, lifetime DELs are lower in DeepLines but higher
in OpenFAST. In particular, 1 Hz DELs are 3 %–5 % lower
than in QBlade for DeepLines, with little variation across
the three blades. Indeed, fatigue loads are consistent among
the three blades for all three codes and all three test cases,
indicating good statistical convergence. Comparing QBlade
and OpenFAST, blade root fatigue loads are very close (0 %–
3 %) in the case of the OC4 test case, while increases of
up to 12 % in out-of-plane blade root bending moments can
be seen for Softwind. On the other hand, OpenFAST and
QBlade are closer in the prediction of in-plane root bend-
ing moments than out-of-plane root bending moments. The
former is mainly driven by gravity, explaining the smaller
differences between the compared wind turbine simulation
codes.

To better understand the differences in lifetime DELs, the
cumulative power spectral densities (CPSDs) of blade root
bending moments for the Softwind FOWT design are shown
in Fig. 9. They are obtained as the cumulative sum of the PSD
of the signal. A CPSD plot is read from left to right; steps in

the data indicate peaks in the underlying PSD. When com-
paring two signals, the increase or decrease in distance be-
tween the lines indicates the differences between them. The
CPSDs for the Hexafloat FOWT design look very similar and
are not shown here for brevity as similar conclusions can be
drawn. For all three of the examined wind speeds (7, 13, and
23 m s−1), 1P loads are the main contributors to in-plane fa-
tigue loading (BR Mxc). The magnitude of 1P excitation is
lower in DeepLines for all three wind speeds. The most rele-
vant differences in this regard can be seen at 7 m s−1 (Fig. 9a)
and can be explained by the difference in rotor speed that
was noted in Fig. 3. Because minimum rotor speed is not im-
posed in DeepLines, while it is in QBlade and OpenFAST,
the 1P peak spans a larger frequency range in the former and
is lower in magnitude.

Differences are also present in the BR Myc CPSD. The
near absence of a response between 1 and 2P, at wave
frequency, indicates that apparent wind variations caused
by platform motions do not induce relevant fatigue load-
ing for this FOWT design. Three distinct phenomena drive
the differences in this load sensor at the three wind speeds
shown in Fig. 9. At 7 m s−1 (Fig. 9d) wind speed OpenFAST
and DeepLines show higher low-frequency excitation than
QBlade. This phenomenon deserves further attention and is
discussed later in this section when similar results for the
OC4 FOWT design are presented. Moreover, while small in
magnitude when compared to low-frequency response, the
1P peak is larger in OpenFAST. The 1P BR Myc load vari-
ation remains larger for OpenFAST across the wind speed
range but is most noticeable at 23 m s−1 (Fig. 10f).

Finally, at 13 m s−1 the three codes differ mainly in the
low-frequency region, where the predicted response in Open-
FAST is larger. Moreover, at this wind speed a large peak at
the floater pitch natural frequency can also be seen, espe-
cially for QBlade. This peak in response at the floater nat-
ural frequency is caused by blade pitch–floater pitch self-
excitation. As described in detail in Larsen and Hanson
(2007), on a FOWT an increase in blade pitch causes aerody-
namic loads to decrease and the platform to swing forward as
a consequence. In turn, this causes the apparent wind speed
on the rotor to increase and rotor speed to follow. The con-
troller will thus react to the increased rotor speed by increas-
ing blade pitch even further. A similar unstable behavior is
triggered by a decrease in blade pitch; in this case the plat-
form swings backward, reducing apparent wind speed and
rotor speed, promoting further blade pitch reductions. As ex-
plained in Sect. 3.3, controller gains were reduced to avoid
this phenomenon (see Larsen and Hanson, 2007, for a de-
tailed explanation on the effectiveness of this strategy). De-
spite this, as confirmed by the increased platform pitch stan-
dard deviation in Fig. 3 and blade pitch standard deviation in
Fig. 4, unstable behavior emerged at 11 and 13 m s−1 wind
speed. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 10, where the time
series of platform pitch and blade pitch for the three FOWT
designs during a 13 m s−1 DLC 1.2 simulation are shown,
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Figure 7. Time series of the fore–aft tower base bending moment of the Softwind model in DLC 6.1, (ws= 37 m s−1, HS= 16.5), where
the maximum bending moment is recorded for OpenFAST. Tower base fore–aft bending moment (a), platform pitch (b), nacelle fore–
aft acceleration (c), blade pitch (d), wave height at platform reference position (e), rotor speed (f), aerodynamic thrust (not available in
DeepLines outputs) (g), and wind speed at hub height (h). DeepLines data are missing in (d, f, h) as these data cannot be exported from the
code when the controller is not used.

Figure 8. Blade root fatigue loads in coned coordinate system: lifetime DELs normalized with respect to values computed in QBlade. From
(a–c): DTU 10 MW Hexafloat, DTU 10 MW Softwind, and NREL 5 MW OC4.

and also in Fig. 17d later on in this study. In Fig. 10, the
OC4 model is not affected by pitch self-excitation, while the
Hexafloat and Softwind models are. In the latter two models,
DeepLines is the least influenced by the phenomenon, and
QBlade is the most affected, despite all three codes using the
same controller.

Various physical phenomena could cause such a difference
in excitation. However, through a process of exclusion, dif-

ferences in hydrodynamic excitation are unlikely to be the
cause of the increased self-excitation in QBlade, as a nearly
identical response in QBlade and OpenFAST was noted at the
Softwind’s pitch natural frequency in part one of this study
(Behrens De Luna et al., 2024, Fig. 13). Moreover, the way
unsteady aerodynamics are modeled is also not the cause,
as switching to DBEM in QBlade did not improve agree-
ment in this regard with respect to OpenFAST (not shown
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Figure 9. Cumulative power spectral density (PSD) of blade root in-plane (a–c) and out-of-plane (d–f) bending moments for the Softwind
test case. Frequency is normalized by the mean revolution frequency. PSD is computed on all simulations with 7 m s−1 (a, d), 13 m s−1 (b,
e), and 23 m s−1 (c, f) mean wind speeds.

Figure 10. Time series of blade pitch (a, c, e) and platform pitch (b, d, f) for a 13 m s−1 simulation in DLC 1.2. Softwind (a, b), Hexafloat (c,
d), and OC4 (e, f).

herein for brevity). In addition, as stated previously, Open-
FAST does not include blade torsion. However, switching
to a rigid structure did not improve the agreement of Open-
FAST and QBlade. A possible explanation for the difference
in blade pitch–platform pitch self-excitation was put forward
in part one of this study (Behrens De Luna et al., 2024) and is
related to increased aerodynamic torque variation in QBlade
with respect to the other two codes. Indeed, upon further in-
vestigation, differences in the system dynamics and how they
interact with the control system could explain the observed
behavior. As explained in detail by Abbas et al. (2022), the

controller and turbine can be seen as a closed-loop second-
order system, characterized by a natural frequency at a cer-
tain operating wind speed:

ω2
= ki

(
Uop

)
B = ki

(
Uop

) Ng

J

∂τa

∂β
, (1)

whereNg and J are the gearbox ratio and rotor inertia, which
are the same in OpenFAST, QBlade, and DeepLines. The
higher the natural frequency, the more responsive the system
is to an external disturbance such as a platform pitch oscilla-
tion. The integral controller gain ki is also the same in the two
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Figure 11. (a) Aerodynamic torque as a function of blade pitch for OpenFAST and QBlade for 11 m s−1 operating TSR and relative trend
lines. (b) Derivative of aerodynamic torque as a function of blade pitch computed from the analytic derivative of trend lines.

codes, as it depends on the controller tuning. The slope of the
aerodynamic torque as a function of blade pitch is, however,
different in the two codes. The derivative of aerodynamic
torque as a function of blade pitch for the mean 11 m s−1

operating conditions is shown in Fig. 11b. As ∂τa
∂β

is larger
in magnitude for QBlade at the mean operating blade pitch
of approximately 0.5°, from Eq. (1), ω2 is also larger, lead-
ing to increased self-excitation in QBlade. This highlights
how small differences in aerodynamics can lead to different
controller responses and influence turbine load predictions
significantly.

Despite the fact that QBlade and OpenFAST lifetime
DELs are very close, the OC4 FOWT design highlights some
interesting behavior and differs in some key aspects from the
Softwind FOWT design. CPSDs of blade root bending mo-
ments can, again, help investigate the causes of the differ-
ences in lifetime DELs and are shown in Fig. 12. Focusing
on the out-of-plane root bending moment (TB My), differ-
ences in 1P excitation that are highlighted for the Softwind
design (Fig. 9) are not apparent in OC4. The larger differ-
ence in 1P excitation between models on the Softwind de-
sign with respect to the OC4 design can likely be explained
by the size difference of the two rotors. As found by Madsen
et al. (2020), non-uniform rotor loading due to turbulence
and wind shear increases with rotor size. For a larger rotor,
a higher portion of the turbulent flow structures features a
length scale that is smaller than the rotor diameter, shifting
a higher ratio of the total energy in the turbulent spectrum
from lower frequencies to the 1P frequency and multiples.
As for wind shear, a larger rotor operates in a larger por-
tion of the atmospheric boundary layer, meaning that each
blade experiences more inflow variation during a revolution.
As these phenomena increase in magnitude they are expected
to increase the differences between aerodynamic models at
1P frequency.

On the other hand, the low-frequency excitation difference
that was noted for the Softwind design is also found for the
OC4 design (Fig. 12d) and, although not shown herein for
brevity, is also found to be one of the main drivers of the
higher lifetime DELs in OpenFAST (Fig. 8). To better un-
derstand this difference, additional simulations were carried
out with additional aerodynamic models in both QBlade and
OpenFAST in an attempt to isolate the cause of such differ-
ences. In particular, OpenFAST simulations were performed
using quasi-steady BEM without dynamic induction correc-
tions (OpenFAST BEM). QBlade, on the other hand, was
run using LLFVW with a doubled wake length (LLFVW
×2) and with the polar-BEM method (Madsen et al., 2020)
(QBlade DBEM). Time series of rotor speed and aerody-
namic thrust are shown in Fig. 13 for a 7 m s−1 mean wind
speed simulation in DLC 1.2. As shown in Fig. 13, larger
variations in rotor speed can be noted in the BEM-based
models. This phenomenon is present in both QBlade and
OpenFAST, and no improvement with respect to QBlade
LLFVW is noted when a dynamic induction correction is
used. On the other hand, doubling the wake length in the
LLFVW simulation has little to no effect on rotor speed,
indicating that the wake cut-off length used in the study is
adequate. The larger rotor speed variation in BEM models
causes rotor thrust to vary more as TSR varies, thus causing
the additional low-frequency loading shown in Fig. 13.

These results can be put into perspective by comparing
them to other authors’ findings. Indeed, differences between
BEM-based and LLFVW aerodynamic models in the predic-
tion of blade root fatigue loads have also been noted by other
authors. Boorsma et al. (2020) attributed the differences ob-
served at 1P frequency to different induction tracking of the
BEM models during blade revolution, which causes differ-
ences in the aerodynamic loading amplitude if wind shear,
yaw misalignment, rotor tilt, and – in the case of FOWTs
– platform pitch are present. In addition to 1P differences,
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Figure 12. Cumulative power spectral density (CPSD) of the blade root in-plane (a–c) and out-of-plane (d–f) bending moments for the OC4
model. PSD is computed on all simulations with 7 m s−1 (a, d), 13 m s−1 (b, e), and 23 m s−1 (c, f) mean wind speeds.

Figure 13. Time series of rotor speed and aerodynamic thrust in a
7 m s−1 simulation of the OC4 test case. Various wake models are
compared: OpenFAST DBEM (Branlard et al., 2022), OpenFAST
BEM (Ning et al., 2015), QBlade DBEM (Madsen et al., 2020), and
QBlade LLFVW (Marten, 2020).

Perez-Becker et al. (2020) also noted differences between
LLFVW and BEM at low frequencies, the latter mainly be-
ing caused by different blade pitch actuation in the models.
In the context of FOWTs, Corniglion (2022) also found blade
root fatigue loads predicted with an LLFVW model to be
lower than those computed with a BEM-based aerodynamic
tool. In this context, the higher fatigue loads that are noted

in OpenFAST are in line with these findings. However, the
same cannot be said for DeepLines that predicts lower life-
time DELs than the LLFVW-based QBlade.

4.3.2 Tower base and mooring fatigue loads

Tower top, tower base, and mooring lifetime DELs are shown
in Fig. 14 for the three FOWT designs. The OC4 and Hex-
afloat designs show a similar trend to those shown in Fig. 8:
lower lifetime DELs for DeepLines and higher lifetime DELs
for OpenFAST. However, the differences in fore–aft tower
lifetime DELs (TT Fx, TB My) in Fig. 14a and c are larger
than those in out-of-plane blade root lifetime DELs in Fig. 8a
and c. Such a phenomenon can be traced back, at least in part,
to the differences in platform pitch that are noted in Fig. 4,
which cause larger or smaller variations in gravitational and
inertial forces on the tower, increasing the difference in tower
lifetime DELs. Differently from blade root fatigue loads
however, OpenFAST and DeepLines show good agreement
in terms of lifetime DELs in Fig. 14 for the Softwind design.
Tower-related fatigue loads are lower than QBlade, while
mooring line fatigue predictions are higher. Moreover, differ-
ences in side–side tower loads (TT Fy and TB Mx) appear to
be smaller than those found in the respective fore–aft sensors
(TT Fx and TB My). These load sensors are arguably less
influenced by aerodynamics, as the wind is always aligned
with the global X direction, and more influenced by hydro-
dynamics, as wave headings range from−150 to 150°. In this
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Figure 14. Lifetime DELs normalized with respect to values computed in QBlade. Yaw bearing shear forces in the p coordinate system and
tower base fore–aft and side–side bending moments and shear forces in the t coordinate system. From (a–c): DTU 10 MW Hexafloat, DTU
10 MW Softwind, and NREL 5 MW OC4.

context the good agreement in side–side loads is expected as
hydrodynamics are modeled similarly in all three codes.

The differences between the three models can be analyzed
in more detail by comparing 1 Hz DELs weighted by the
probability of each environmental condition to occur as fol-
lows:

DELi = pi ·DEL= pi

(∑
jnjA

m
j

t

)1/m

, (2)

where pi is the probability of each condition to occur; nj
and Aj are the combinations of the rainflow counted j th
number of cycles and amplitude in each simulation; and m
is the Wöhler curve exponent, equal to 10 for the compos-
ite blades and 4 for the other steel components. As discussed
in Sect. 2.4, 1 Hz DELs multiplied by their respective prob-
ability of occurrence are representative of the contribution to
lifetime fatigue loads of each operating condition.

Statistics of the tower base and fairlead tension of one of
the upwind mooring lines’ 1 Hz DELs for the Softwind de-
sign are shown in Fig. 15. From a fatigue damage standpoint,
the most relevant wind speeds are included between 9 and
19 m s−1 wind speed. While 1 Hz DELs are very close for all
three numerical codes in Fig. 15a, the analysis of Fig. 15b
can help pinpoint the root cause of the increased lifetime
DEL prediction in QBlade. In fact, while the three codes
agree well across most wind speeds, 1 Hz DELs are statis-
tically higher for QBlade, particularly in the 11 and 13 m s−1

wind speed bins. The CPSDs of tower base bending moments
for the 7, 13, and 23 m s−1 wind speed bins are shown in
Fig. 16. It is clear that tower base excitation is dominated
by low-frequency peaks, corresponding to the floater’s nat-
ural surge/sway and pitch/roll natural frequencies, and by
response in the wave excitation frequency band. Moreover,
contrary to blade root loads, 1 and 3P excitation is nearly
irrelevant as the CPSDs show a flat profile from 0.2 Hz up-
wards.

Regarding the fore–aft bending moment (TB My), at
7 m s−1 (Fig. 16d), low-frequency aerodynamic excitation is
the main driver of differences between QBlade, which shows

Figure 15. Statistics of the tower base bending moment and fair-
lead tension 1 Hz 0 mean damage equivalent loads weighted by the
probability of each environmental bin they refer to for the Soft-
wind model. The boxes represent the first and third quartiles, and
the whiskers represent the data range and are found by adding to
or subtracting from the box edges 1.5 times the interquartile (IQR)
range. The horizontal line is the median of the data, and outlier val-
ues are shown as scatter points.
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Figure 16. Cumulative power spectral density (CPSD) of the tower base side–side (a–c) and fore–aft (d–f) bending moments for the Softwind
test case. CPSD is computed on all simulations with 7 m s−1 (a, d), 13 m s−1 (b, e), and 23 m s−1 (c, f) mean wind speeds.

lower response and fatigue loads at this wind speed, and
the BEM-based codes. These differences are caused by the
higher rotor speed variations recorded in OpenFAST and es-
pecially in DeepLines, as minimum rotor speed is not en-
forced in this code. The higher rotor speed variation leads to
higher variation in aerodynamic forcing, as shown in Fig. 13.
This phenomenon also contributes to the higher platform
pitch variation that is observed for the BEM-based codes
(Fig. 4), further increasing low-frequency TB My excitation.

When analyzing Fig. 16e, higher response at the floater
pitch natural frequency is noted in QBlade. The cause of the
increased response is floater pitch–blade pitch instability, dis-
cussed in detail in Sect. 4.3.1.

The same phenomenon also impacts the OC4 test case,
as shown in Fig. 17. The largest differences between Open-
FAST and QBlade in the fore–aft tower base bending mo-
ment 1 Hz DELs are located in the 9 m s−1 wind speed bin
(Fig. 17a). The CPSDs of aerodynamic thrust, platform pitch,
and TB My (Fig. 17b, c, d) show that the main differences
between the codes are found at very low frequencies and are
again caused by differences in aerodynamic response that are
amplified by platform pitch and rotor speed variations.

Going back to the Softwind FOWT concept, at 13 m s−1

(Fig. 16e) the largest difference between QBlade and the
other codes is at the floater pitch natural frequency, where
TB My PSD is much larger in the former code. The higher re-
sponse is caused by the same phenomenon that causes higher
blade root CPSDs at 13 m s−1 wind speed in QBlade (Fig. 9):
floater and blade pitch self-excitation. In the case of tower
base loads, in addition to cyclic variation in aerodynamic

loads, cyclic inertial and gravitational forcings become rel-
evant load sources, as the weight of the tower itself and the
rotor nacelle assembly (RNA) are considerable. Therefore,
despite the fact that QBlade compares well to the other two
codes at other wind speeds (Fig. 16f), the difference high-
lighted at 13 m s−1 (Fig. 16e) ultimately leads to higher TB
My lifetime DELs for QBlade (Fig. 14).

As shown in Fig. 18, floater and blade pitch self-excitation
also influences fatigue load predictions for the Hexafloat
model. As discussed previously, DeepLines predicts lower
lifetime DELs than QBlade for this test case. Contrary to
floater pitch frequency excitation, the peak in TB My re-
sponse corresponding to the tower first fore–aft natural fre-
quency located at 0.2 Hz is captured well by both DeepLines
and QBlade (Fig. 18b, c).

5 Conclusions

An extensive code-to-code comparison with realistic envi-
ronmental conditions is performed in this study. Three float-
ing wind turbine substructure designs, a semi-submersible,
a spar buoy, and the Hexafloat concept proposed by Saipem
are compared in multiple environmental conditions involv-
ing hundreds of simulations. The considered codes include
TU Berlin’s QBlade, NREL’s OpenFAST, and Principia’s
DeepLines. Statistics, extreme loads, and fatigue loads of
key load sensors are discussed. OpenFAST and QBlade re-
sults were refined over the span of several months, correct-
ing small bugs that may have arose in such a complex setup
and ultimately aligning the models better. DeepLines has not
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Figure 17. (a) Statistics of the tower base fore–aft bending moment
1 Hz 0 mean damage equivalent loads weighted by the probability of
each environmental bin they refer to for the OC4 model. The boxes
represent the first and third quartiles, and the whiskers represent
the data range and are found by adding to or subtracting from the
box edges 1.5 times the interquartile (IQR) range. The horizontal
line is the median of the data, and flier values are shown as scatter
points. (b, c, d) Cumulative power spectral density (CPSD) of tower
base fore–aft bending moment, aerodynamic thrust, and platform
pitch for the OC4 design. PSD is computed on all simulations with
a 9 m s−1 mean wind speed.

benefitted from such improvements due to budget and time
limitations, which explains the poorer agreement noted for
this code in many instances. These results are nevertheless
included as they are representative of what could be achieved
with limited time and a constrained budget often connected
to industrial processes.

The statistical comparison revealed good agreement be-
tween the codes in their ability to predict general system
dynamics. Nonetheless, some differences, particularly in the
coupling with the controller, emerged. Blade pitch–floater
pitch self-excitation is noted in the Softwind and Hexafloat

Figure 18. (a) Statistics of the fore–aft tower base bending moment
1 Hz 0 mean damage equivalent loads weighted by the probability
of each environmental bin they refer to for the Hexafloat model. The
boxes represent the first and third quartiles, and the whiskers repre-
sent the data range and are found by adding to or subtracting from
the box edges 1.5 times the interquartile (IQR) range. The horizon-
tal line is the median of the data, and outlier values are shown as
scatter points. (b) Power spectral density (PSD) of the tower base
fore–aft bending moment for the Hexafloat test case. PSD is com-
puted on all simulations with an 11 m s−1 mean wind speed.

designs. While this phenomenon is present in all three codes,
it is more accentuated in QBlade, despite all three sharing the
blade pitch controller logic. A possible explanation for this
phenomenon was put forward by the authors in the first part
of this study (Behrens De Luna et al., 2024) and is linked
to larger variations in rotor speed in QBlade. Above rated
wind speed, such variations cause the pitch controller to in-
tervene more aggressively, thus triggering the floater pitch
instability. Upon further investigation, aerodynamic torque
is found to be more sensitive to blade pitch variations at low
wind speeds in QBlade, which causes the response of the
coupled turbine and controller system to be faster and thus
more prone to instability. This self-excitation is found to be
the cause of increased fore–aft tower base and out-of-plane
root bending moment lifetime DELs in QBlade in both the
Hexafloat and the Softwind designs and demonstrates how
small differences in modeling can have a significant impact
on design loads.

No clear trend is noted when ultimate loads are compared.
Taking QBlade as a reference point, ultimate loads are reg-
ularly found to be in the ±15 % range, with only some ex-
ceeding it. Although not discussed in detail in this work, part
of these differences stem from the fact that the compared ul-
timate loads are selected according to the so-called mean of
max method according to international standard indications
(IEC61400-1, Annex G). As shown in Papi et al. (2022b),
small differences in ultimate loads may cause the method to
select a different maximum, amplifying the difference be-
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tween the models. In addition, the different FOWT designs
have a different dynamical response to the environmental
conditions, thus affecting the ultimate loads differently.

Fatigue loads, namely lifetime DELs, show a clear trend:
OpenFAST generally predicts higher loads than QBlade,
while DeepLines predicts lower lifetime fatigue loads, which
is the reason for the latter being a different model setup of
the Softwind design in DeepLines and the lower effect of the
blade pitch–platform pitch instability in the Hexafloat design.
The exception to this is represented by tower base lifetime
DELs, which for the Softwind design are lower in Open-
FAST. The root cause of this behavior in the Softwind de-
sign is again the floater pitch–blade pitch interaction, which
is higher in QBlade compared to the other two codes. The
higher DELs in OpenFAST are in line with other authors’
findings, who observed higher fatigue loads in BEM-based
codes compared to LLFVW-based codes. In this study how-
ever, OpenFAST differs from the other two codes in the struc-
tural modeling as well: the former utilizes a modal structural
model without the ability to model blade torsion, while the
latter two feature a multi-body model that includes blade tor-
sion. Despite the trend being consistent between the codes,
the magnitude of the lifetime DEL overestimation is different
in the two designs where OpenFAST and QBlade are com-
pared with respect to OC4 and Softwind. In fact, in Softwind,
blade root DELs are 2 % to 14 % higher in OpenFAST, while
in OC4 they are up to 1.5 % higher. The analysis of CPSDs
highlighted greater response at the 1P frequency in Open-
FAST in the former design, while in OC4 the main differ-
ence between OpenFAST and QBlade is mostly confined to
higher response in OpenFAST at very low frequencies. This
low-frequency difference is driven by increased rotor speed
variation, in turn caused by differences in aerodynamic mod-
eling.

In conclusion, the relatively simpler model assumptions
adopted in OpenFAST are found to be able to reproduce
the system dynamics adequately for the considered designs.
No clear trend is noted for extreme loads. In fact, these dif-
ferences could not be traced back to a specific engineering
model or modeling choice. In this regard, including a larger
set of extreme load cases with more parameter variations
could help give a clearer picture of the differences in ulti-
mate loading between the codes and the FOWT designs. On
the other hand, a clear trend is noted in fatigue loads. This
may be explained by the difference in aerodynamic models;
in particular, the comparison between the BEM-based Open-
FAST and the LLFVW-based QBlade is consistent with ex-
isting scientific literature. However, DeepLines contradicts
this trend. While this may be, at least in part, due to setup
differences in the Softwind design and this code being less
prone to blade pitch–floater pitch self-excitation, this aspect
is identified as a key point for future research.

Overall, the main outcomes of this study can be summa-
rized as follows: (i) the differences between the compared
modeling theories are consistent with the existing body of lit-
erature on onshore wind turbines. (ii) The greater movement
that FOWTs are allowed did not exacerbate the differences
to the point that simpler models, such as OpenFAST, are out-
dated. These tools remain reliable for extreme load estima-
tion. For fatigue loads, underestimation with respect to more
physically accurate theories of 2 %–15 % depending on the
specific load sensor can be expected. Therefore, within the
limitations highlighted in this and other similar works, these
models are still relevant for industry and for many research
applications.
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Appendix A: Minimum ultimate loads

Figure A1. Selection of ultimate loads (minimum) recorded in the three simulation codes. (a) DTU 10 MW Hexafloat, (b) DTU 10 MW
Softwind, and (c) NREL 5 MW OC4.

Appendix B

Nomenclature

COD Co-directional
CPSD Cumulative power spectral density
CS Coordinate system
DLC Design load case
E[ε1|ε2] Expected value of ε1 conditioned on ε2
ECD Extreme change of direction with coherent gust
ESS Extreme sea state
ETM Extreme turbulence model
EWM Extreme wind model
FOWT Floating offshore wind turbine
MUL Multi-directional
NSS Normal sea state
NTM Normal turbulence model
OC4 OC4 DeepCwind semi-submersible
PSD Power spectral density
Sims. Simulations
SSS Severe sea state
HS Significant wave height (m)
MWW Mean wind–wave misalignment (° )
TP Peak spectral period (s)
UW Wind speed
Vin/Vout Cut-in/cut-out wind speed (m s−1)
ws Wind speed

Code and data availability. The simulation results used in this
study are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7254241 (Papi
et al., 2023). The met-ocean conditions used in this study and
the code used to derive met-ocean conditions for wind tur-
bine load analysis at a generic offshore site are available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10102696 (Papi, 2023a, b). The
QBlade-Ocean models upon which the models tested herein are

based are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6397352
(Behrens De Luna, 2024) (OC5),
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6397358 (Perez-Becker et al.,
2024) (Softwind), and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6397313
(Perez-Becker and Behrens De Luna, 2024) (Hexafloat), and the
modifications required to align them with the models tested herein
are detailed in https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7817707 (Papi et al.,
2022a).
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